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R OAD TR A FFIC LAW
With the number of speed cameras and automatic
detection devices increasing year on year, many people
will find themselves asked to attend Court at some
point in their driving careers. Meanwhile more and more
individuals and families rely on their driving licences to
meet family, career and financial commitments.
In short, your driving licence has never been such an
important asset! We understand that protecting your
licence can often mean protecting your family and your
way of life.
A NATIONAL SERVICE
If you are asked to attend the police station voluntarily
following a road traffic incident of any kind, Milne Moser
Solicitors can offer representation at the police station
24 hours a day, 7 days a week entirely free of charge.
The police have our 24 hour contact information or,
alternatively, you can contact our office to arrange an
attendance.
Following any attendance we can speak to the police
on your behalf keeping you up to date with the case
affecting you.
If you are asked to attend Court in respect of a road
traffic matter, Milne Moser Solicitors can arrange to
represent you. In recent years, the Courts have tended
to consolidate and reduce the location of Courts that
deal with road traffic matters.
At Milne Moser we are able to arrange representation
across England and Wales so please do not hesitate to
contact us regardless of which Court you have been
asked to attend.

EXPERTISE
From speeding to no insurance, from careless driving to
causing death by dangerous driving; Milne Moser
Solicitors have a long history of providing expert
representation in all aspects of road traffic law.
Whilst some offences simply carry an endorsement
on your driving licence, others can result in penalty
points and disqualification. Some can even result in
imprisonment.
Any matter that impacts on your driving licence and
therefore your independence and lifestyle requires
expert representation as soon as possible.
We are able to compile and present forceful arguments
in Court with regards to the importance of keeping your
driving licence, successfully retaining licences for clients
who may otherwise have been disqualified.
Call us to discuss the particular circumstances of your
case, because everyone is different!
THE COST
Milne Moser Solicitors hold a contract with the Legal
Aid Agency. Whilst Legal Aid for road traffic matters has
been reduced in recent years, we are able to advise on
those circumstances in which it remains available.
Alternatively we can provide competitive quotations for
private representation and can often offer to represent
for a fixed fee.
Call us on 01539 729 786 for a free 30 minute
appointment to discuss your case.
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